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THE STONE COIN

The Objective of the STONE COIN

Our objective is to establish the STONE COIN as a sustainable, reliable and future-oriented 
payment token that has an effective REAL SHIELD.

What is the STONE COIN or Why Another Payment Token?

In the sector of central FIAT currencies, not insignificant problems and areas of uncertainty can be
observed. Particularly noteworthy here are stability problems in the EU countries of Greece and
Italy, high national debt in many EURO countries, the ECB’s ongoing policy of low interest rates in
conjunction with its flooding of the money markets, increasing US protectionism (e.g. tariff war with
EU countries) and, last but not least, the upcoming Brexit issue. For many, this raises the question
of a secure, valuable alternative to FIAT currencies.

Cryptocurrencies offer an exciting alternative. They came into existence in 2009, and have since
developed from a marginal phenomenon into a multi-billion dollar sector. On March 24, 2018, a
total of 1,390 cryptocurrencies had a total market capitalisation of more than 300 billion Swiss
Francs. Trend-wise, increasing numbers of investors are including cryptocurrencies in their 
investment portfolios. The average daily trading volume on the large cryptocurrency exchanges is
currently over one billion Swiss Francs. Every month millions of transactions in cryptocurrencies
are carried out with relatively low transaction costs.

However, existing payment tokens (also known as currency tokens) usually do not have a real
inner value and also have a high risk potential. Many offer neither security nor internal value. They 
have value because people believe that they are worth something. This is reflected in the
sometimes dramatic volatility of some crypto tokens.

This is exactly where STONE COIN comes in with a convincing solution. The STONE COIN is a
serious and future-oriented crypto token with an effective REAL SHIELD that is entering the 
market. The net funds (= after costs and taxes) raised by the emission will be invested in the 
development of a substantial European real estate portfolio - taking into account international 
opportunities. This solid real estate investment constitutes the REAL SHIELD of the STONE COIN.
The objective of the REAL SHIELD is the permanence of the company and by that the ongoing
operation of the acceptance point network for the STONE COIN. This will be ensured in the long 
run by the returns of the real estate portfolio and their re-investment.

The STONE COIN therefore closes an important gap in the crypto market. It offers an excellent 
combination of a crypto currency’s flexibility and the security of a REAL SHIELD - Best of Both 
Worlds.
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EFFECTIVE REAL SHIELD

The net funds (= after costs and taxes) raised by the emission
will be invested in the development of a substantial European
real estate portfolio - taking into account international
opportunities.

The STONE COIN therefore has an effective REAL SHIELD that 
permanently ensures the existence of the company, of the token 
system and of the network of acceptance points.

The REAL SHIELD is safe. Token owners cannot access neither 
directly nor indirectly the real estate portfolio nor its returns. 
Token owners do not possess any rights to the real
estate portfolio and its returns. The real estate portfolio is 
exclusively the property of THE STONE COIN AG and under its 
permanent management.

TRANSPARENCY

The build-up of the real estate portfolio, which starts in 
September of 2019 at the latest, will be permanently
documented on the homepage of THE STONE COIN AG.

This gives a direct and always current view at the development
and the extent of the REAL SHIELD.

GROWING REAL SHIELD

The Pillars of the STONE COIN

The net earnings from the real estate investments belong to
THE STONE COIN AG and will be completely retained and
re-invested for a permanent increase of the REAL SHIELD.

Additionally, professional asset management and an opportunity
oriented investment strategy pursue a steady increase of the
REAL SHIELD.
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THE STONE COIN

PAYMENT TOKEN & POINTS OF ACCEPTANCE

The STONE COIN is a blockchain-based payment token 
(= Currency Token).
 
As a classic ERC20-Token the STONE COIN provides the option 
to be used for crypto payments in correspondent transactions. 
The token does not grant any further rights to its owner.
 
Currently points of acceptance are being qualified and selected 
that will accept the STONE COIN as means of payment.
 
The REAL SHIELD ensures the installation and permanent 
operation of the network of points of acceptance. THE STONE 
COIN AG guarantees the ongoing operation of the acceptance 
point network.

FIXED NUMBER OF TOKENS

The number of STONE COIN to be issued is fixed at one billion 
tokens.
 
There will be no further mining beyond the original one billion 
tokens.
 
All tokens will be introduced into the market.
 
This ensures that the value of the REAL SHIELD will not be 
diluted by a later increase of the total amount of tokens.

PARTICIPATION IN THE PERFORMANCE OF THE 
CRYPTO TOKEN

The listing of the STONE COIN on relevant crypto exchanges 
and crypto market places offers the token owners the opportunity 
to participate in the market development and performance of the 
STONE COIN (chart development).
 
Beyond that, the listing on crypto exchanges gives STONE COIN
owners a liquidity option on short notice by selling the STONE
COIN.
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DIRECT PARTICIPATION IN THE REAL ESTATE
PORTFOLIO
At the latest after the acquisition of the real estate portfolio is
completed (as of June 2022) it is planned to offer the shares of 
THE STONE COIN AG on the market.

In exchange for the shares, FIAT currencies and - as long as the 
then relevant legal regulations will allow it - payment tokens
(and among those the STONE COIN) will be accepted.

Then the token owners can use their STONE COIN to directly
participate in the European real estate portfolio.

BEST OF BOTH WORLDS

The innovative STONE COIN offers the option to participate in 
the potentials of a crypto token.

The real estate portfolio’s earnings ensure the ongoing existence 
of the company and therefore the permanence of the network of 
points of acceptance for the payment token.

OPTION OF A PHYSICAL OFFLINE-WALLET

When directly ordered from THE STONE COIN AG, STONE 
COIN can be transferred to an online wallet defined by the buyer 
as well as obtained in a physical wallet - the STONE COIN 
WALLET.
 
The STONE COIN WALLET is an uncomplicated offline wallet 
with the option to store the STONE COIN offline.
 
Only the owner of the STONE COIN WALLET decides at what 
point of time he transfers the STONE COIN into another wallet.
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THE STONE COIN

LEGALLY COMPLIANT

The responsible supervisory authority FMA (regulator) classifies 
the STONE COIN without any restrictions as a pure payment 
token which doesn’t require any formal approval. Therefore the 
STONE COIN is neither considered as a security token nor as 
an asset (backed) token.

The responsible supervisory authority of Liechtenstein, the FMA, 
is responsible for the enforcement and supervision of the special 
laws listed in Art. 5 para. 1 FMAG (Finanzmarktaufsichtsgesetz / 
Financial Market Supervision Act). According to the confirmation 
on hand by the FMA, the emission and the sales of STONE 
COIN as well as the operation of the payment respectively 
acceptance points network for the STONE COIN are not subject 
of any of these special laws. The STONE COIN can thus be 
issued, sold and used as a means of payment.

THE STONE COIN AG complies with all the relevant legal 
requirements. At the emission of the STONE COIN, both the 
Liechtenstein Due Diligence Act (Sorgfaltspfichtgesetz SPG) and 
the Swiss Money Laundering Act (Geldwäschereigesetz (GwG)) 
as well as the Know Your Customer Principle (KYC) will be 
strictly respected.

PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT

Actually, THE STONE COIN AG is not at all a typical start-up 
enterprise.
 
The experienced international team of reputable crypto, financial 
and real estate experts ensures a substantial and professional 
management.
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What Range of Applications Offers the STONE COIN?

The STONE COIN is by concept and character a payment token. This means that he can be used
as means of payment at the corresponding points of acceptance and for direct transfers from wallet 
to wallet.

THE STONE COIN AG guarantees to assure the operations of the network of acceptance
points on a continuing basis.

Naturally, like many other cryptocurrencies the STONE COIN will provide through the listing on 
relevant crypto exchanges and crypto marketplaces the option to participate in the price
and market developments of the STONE COIN. Beyond that, the listing on crypto exchanges gives 
STONE COIN owners a liquidity option on short notice by selling the STONE COIN.

The fix total amount of 1 billion tokens shall be sold as planned in five batches of 200,000,000
token each. The various batches are planned for different sales channels of which each one 
focuses on a different group of customers:

Batch 1: PRIVATE PRE-ICO batch aims at selected international major investors, especially in
                 Switzerland and the Middle East (start in July of 2018).

Batch 2: PUBLIC PRE-ICO batch: Token packages of at least 10,000 tokens are sold directly and
              through the webpage of THE STONE COIN AG (start in August of 2018).

Batch 3: ICO batch: Carrying out of the ICO by specialized service partners (start in January
              of 2019)

Batch 4 and 5: Sales-partners batches: Our international sales and distribution network which is
              planned to distribute the batches 4+5 is currently being formed. The sales partner will
              mostly come into operation after the ICO phase. The sales partner network contains three
              kinds of partners:

                 - Partners that predominantly handle single countries or regions 
                 - Partners that focus on a certain clientele (like e.g. trustees/asset managers)
                 - Partners that attend to the general public (wide market) and enable the purchase of
                   less than 10,000 tokens per order.

Sales partners are autonomous partners that act in their own name and for their own account. 
They are free to design their pricing strategy for the tokens they sell. Additionally it has to be taken 
into account that THE STONE COIN AG will be supported by intermediary brokering partners 
during the sales of the batches one, two, four and fve. Naturally, for major investors, sales partners 
and brokering partners special conditions apply. The token sales will be supported throughout all 
fve batches with a broad professional Marketing and Communication strategy with emphasis on 
the specifc target groups.

Token Batches and Token Sales
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THE STONE COIN

Pricing and Future Performance

The current price of the STONE COIN is 2,00 CHF (Swiss Francs) per token when ordering via 
our homepage. To enjoy this offer via our homepage, the minimum amount has to be 10,000 
STONE COIN per order. For selected customers there are special discounts still available. Current 
information regarding special discounts and the link to the token sales portal for smaller orders can 
be found on the homepage www.thestonecoin.com. 
 
It is to be expected that THE STONE COIN AG will increase the price of the STONE COIN to more 
than 2,00 CHF (Swiss Francs) per token depending on the current market conditions after the 
completion of the first ICO phase 2019. 

The STONE COIN will be listed on various cryptto exchanges, starting on July 22nd of 2019. 
Thenceforward the price will be determined by the market. 

Regarding the estimation of the future performance of the STONE COIN there is an interesting 
question for the prospective buyers: Is the STONE COIN about stability or about participation in 
price development and speculative transactions? The answer: The STONE COIN is about both. 
The listing of the STONE COIN on relevant crypto exchanges and crypto marketplaces offers the 
token owners the opportunity to participate in the market development and price development of 
the STONE COIN. With the REAL SHIELD on the other hand, stability and security are the prime 
focus.
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ROLF JEKER
PRESIDENT OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD

Expert for strategic business development
CEO and member of the supervisory board of JECO AG, Wollerau
Consultant for Strategic Business Development and Marketing
Expert for recycling systems all over the world
Former CEO and member of the supervisory board of Immark AG, 
Regensdorf

MARKUS BLEIKER

Real Estate Expert
CEO of Aarim Development AG – (Real Estate Development), 
Zürich
President of Genossenschaft der Baufreunde, Zürich
President of the supervisory board of Aandarta AG, Bülach
Former CEO Siedlungsgenossenschaft Sunnige Hof, Zürich
Former CEO Aareon Schweiz AG, Bülach

Team

The very experienced international management team of reputable financial and real estate as well 
as marketing and crypto experts ensures a substantial and professional management.

The members of the supervisory board of THE STONE COIN AG:

WERNER DIEM

Expert in Finance and Insurances
President of the supervisory board of Diem Versicherungen AG, 
Frick
CEO of Albiscon GmbH, Zürich
Member of the supervisory board of Limmatier Invest AG, Baar
Davor Unternehmensberater bei AXA Winterthur
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THE STONE COIN

KLAUS D. STARK

Expert in Crypto and Finance
Partner and CEO of Ganten Group
Trustee in Liechtenstein Trust and Estate Partner (TEP)
Co-Founder Blockchain-Meetup Liechtenstein
Co-Founder Cryptocountry Association Liechtenstein

We have been supported by a large number of renowned consultants and experts during its 
development and launch. The concept was developed by a group of entrepreneurs surrounding Mr. 
Markus Bleiker (president of the Genossenschaft Baufreunde and owner of AARIM Development 
AG). Technical coordination and overall consultation were carried out in conjunction with Blocklogix 
(Dr. Johannes Schweifer). The token programming / production of the smart contract was carried 
out by Validity Labs (Zug). Our auditor is MonteLabs (Lugano). Legal advice is provided by three 
law frms: Künzli Sommer Frey AG (Zurich) advises us on overall coordination and taxation issues. 
Batliner Wanger Batliner Rechtsanwälte AG (Vaduz) successfully assisted us in designing the 
crypto token and coordinating with the relevant supervisory authorities. Important preliminary 
work was carried out by HBA Rechtsanwälte (Zurich). We thank all of them very much for the 
cooperation on this exciting, future oriented project!
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Agenda

July 2018 – Start of the PRIVATE-PRE-ICO

August 2018 – Start of the PUBLIC-PRE-ICO

November 2018 – Listing agreements for
THE STONE COIN on Crypto Exchanges

January 2019 – Start of the ICO

February 2019 – Announcement of the Crypto 
Exchanges which will list THE STONE COIN

July 2019 – Start for the trading of THE
STONE COIN on crypto exchanges

September 2019 – Start Real Estate Investments

June 2022 – Listing of THE STONE COIN AG
shares

For the STONE COIN the following Agenda is planned:
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THE STONE COIN
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In many white papers there is no or very little information about the possible risks of the tokens
or of the business model. Not least for seriosity reasons it is a major concern for us to inform
potential buyers explicitly and extensively about the problems of crypto markets and the the risks
associated with the acquisition of tokens.

Last March, the EU Commission has warned explicitely of the risks of crypto currencies. And rightly
so! On one hand the elimination of billions of market capitalization can be observed. On the other
hand it proves out that a multitude of enterprises simply fail. According to Fortune, 59% of the
ICO projects of the year 2017 are to be classified as at least semi-failed, 47% are already judged
as certainly failed. The reasons for failing are manifold: In some cases the founders lost interest
in their projects soon after the ICO or just disappeared from sight. And partly the funds are just
invested in very adventurous visions.

In 2018 there have been observed many crypto projects that enter the market with concepts 
that are both, ambitious and risky, too. After entering the marketplace, those concepts very often 
have to be fundamentally adapted or are assessed very critically by the responsible regulating 
authorities and controlling institutions. And quite some of those - to some extent quite good ideas - 
will never make any profits due to the lack of sustainable business plans. Alike during the times of 
the dotcom hype / dotcom-hype, it can be expected that with some of those crypto projects, again 
a lot of money will be lost. This motivates a legitimate scepticism towards new token projects.

At STONE COIN, conceptual market experiments are excluded. During the fourteen-month project
development phase, an experienced team of international experts developed a clear, innovative
and marketable token concept in the form of STONE COIN.

STONE COIN is not based on a theoretical business model, but on a sound business plan.
Like this ideal preconditions are set for the company’s long-lasting existence.

A successful concept requires a profound understanding of the rules and specifics of
cryptocurrency mechanisms, as well as extensive experience in building and leading successful 
organisations. STONE COIN meets these requirements for success exactly. Unlike typical startups,
STONE COIN has a clear business model with a defined strategy and marketing concept, a
strong sales team and an effective organisation. STONE COIN’s motto is “Old School meets crypto
market”.

Nevertheless, prospective purchasers of STONE COIN should be aware that purchasing STONE
COIN involves a risk of loss that may even amount to total loss. In addition to reviewing the other
information available, before purchasing STONE COIN interested parties should carefully consider
the specific risk factors associated with the purchase.

For this purpose, the key risks linked to purchasing STONE COIN are listed below. The list of risks
described below is not exhaustive. Other risks that are not currently known to THE STONE COIN
AG or that are currently considered by THE STONE COIN AG to be non-determinative may also
affect the price/value of STONE COIN, the operations and success of THE STONE COIN AG, and 
the scope and functionality of the REAL SHIELD.

Risks and Risk Considerations Regarding the Acquisition of the STONE
COIN
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THE STONE COIN

Price/value risks: Potential purchasers should take into account that cryptocurrency markets
are characterised by high dynamism, volatility and low predictability. This results in interesting
opportunities for owners of STONE COIN, as well as not insignificant risks. The high level of
volatility means that the value of STONE COIN, as with many other cryptocurrencies, can be
subject to considerable fluctuations. For example, in early phases of stock market activity, large
buy or sell orders on cryptocurrency exchanges can trigger dramatic price fluctuations. It should be
remembered that, as a newly introduced payment token, STONE COIN does not yet have a trading
history.

Technical risks: Further development of the market also depends on the future technological
development and stability of blockchain, wallet and token technology. The associated risks are
completely outside the sphere of influence and liability of THE STONE COIN AG.

Risk of legal intervention: Another risk results from the fact that new legal rules or regulations
introduced by the authorities may make it difficult or impossible to hold, use and/or trade the
token. In the future, it is to be expected that individual states and/or the EU will intervene in
cryptocurrency markets and issues concerning blockchain. This could also result in crypto
exchanges being re-regulated or closed. Interested parties should be aware that THE STONE
COIN AG cannot influence these risks and is not liable for them, and that the token owner has no
right to a functioning trading centre for STONE COIN in relation to THE STONE COIN AG.

Business risk to THE STONE COIN AG: There is a risk that THE STONE COIN AG itself might
experience relevant financial losses e.g. due to bad investments, which in the worst case may
lead to the liquidation or bankruptcy of the company. The company is newly founded and therefore
cannot provide historical key performance indicators.

Risks of the REAL SHIELD: The business, financial and earnings position of THE STONE COIN
AG and, at the same time, the scope and effectiveness of the REAL SHIELD can be seriously
negatively influenced by risks typically associated with real estate business. These risks include,
for example, changes in the area of capital market rates, rental losses and vacant properties,
misjudgements in the selection of properties/projects and their associated follow-up costs,
renovation costs due to inherited liabilities discovered at a later date, or changes in property
taxation at the property locations.

Risks arising from assumptions and actual events: THE STONE COIN AG’s business plan, like 
this white paper, contains assumptions and statements about the future. Actual events may deviate 
considerably from these assumptions and statements, for example because of the aforementioned 
risks or other factors. The abovementioned risks are listed in random order. Their order has no 
bearing on their weighting regarding probability or impact. Additional risks that are not currently 
known or that are currently not considered relevant may also have an impact on the business. 
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What is the objective of the STONE COIN?

Our objective is to establish the STONE COIN as a sustainable, reliable and future-oriented
payment token that has an effective REAL SHIELD.

How shall the objective of an effective REAL SHIELD be achieved?

For this purpose the net funds raised by the initial STONE COIN sales (= after costs and taxes) will
be invested in the development of a substantial European real estate portfolio - the REAL SHIELD.

The REAL SHIELD’s objective is the permanence of the company and by that the ongoing 
operation of the acceptance point network for the STONE COIN. This will be ensured by the 
returns of the real estate portfolio and their re-investment.

How will the inner value of the REAL SHIELD increase over time?

The earnings produced by the real estate portfolio will not be distributed to THE STONE COIN AG 
as exclusive shareholder, but retained and re-invested in the development of the portfolio.
Additionally, professional asset management and an opportunity-oriented investment strategy with
the goal of an increase of the value of the acquired real estate will pursue a steady increase of the
REAL SHIELD.

Can token owners access the REAL SHIELD or the real estate portfolio in any way?

No, token owners can neither access the real estate portfolio nor its returns. To permanently 
ensure the endurance of the REAL SHIELD, the ownership of the real estate portfolio and its 
permanent administration fall to THE STONE COIN AG. The net returns of the real estate portfolio 
will be retained and re-invested for its development by THE STONE COIN AG.

Does the token grant any rights or entitlements to the real estate portfolio, its 
returns or to any of its properties?

No, the token neither grants nor represents any rights to the real estate portfolio (or to single real 
estate) and to its returns and earnings.

For the permanent conservation of the REAL SHIELD, the ownership and the permanent 
administration of the real estate portfolio fall to THE STONE COIN AG.

The earnings gained from the real estate portfolio go to THE STONE COIN AG and will be 
completely re-invested for the further development of the REAL SHIELD.

Do the token owners have any entitlement to the returns of the real estate portfolio?

No, the net returns from the real estate portfolio fall to THE STONE COIN AG and will be 
completely retained and re-invested by THE STONE COIN AG to further develop the REAL 
SHIELD.

FAQs
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THE STONE COIN

Is the STONE COIN a security or asset token?

No, the STONE COIN is a pure payment token. As a classic ERC20-Token the STONE COIN 
provides the option to be used for crypto payments in correspondent transactions (like for example 
direct transfers, transfer on crypto exchanges and use at points of acceptance).

Who is the owner of the real estate portfolio?

For the permanent endurance of the REAL SHIELD the ownership and the permanent 
administration of the real estate portfolio fall exclusively to the THE STONE COIN AG.

Who is the owner of the THE STONE COIN AG?

THE STONE COIN AG is a 100% subsidiary of the Limmatier Invest AG based in Baar 
(Switzerland).

Is the operation and administration of the real estate portfolio of THE STONE COIN 
AG ensured in the long run?

Yes, THE STONE COIN AG guarantees that all the net funds raised by the sale of the tokens 
(= after costs and taxes) will be invested - taking into account international opportunities - in the 
development and permanent operation of a substantial European real estate portfolio under.

What range of applications offers the STONE COIN?

The STONE COIN is by concept and character a pure payment token. This means that he can be 
used as means of payment at the corresponding points of acceptance and for direct transfers from 
wallet to wallet.

Naturally, like many other crypto currencies the STONE COIN will provide through the listing 
on relevant crypto exchanges and crypto marketplaces the option to participate in the price and 
market developments of the STONE COIN.

Beyond that the listing on crypto exchanges gives STONE COIN owners a liquidity option on short 
notice by selling the STONE COIN.

Will there be points of acceptance to pay with the STONE COIN?

Currently points of acceptance are being qualified and selected that will accept the STONE COIN 
as means of payment.

How many points of acceptance will there be?

Currently there are around 2.000 points of acceptance in the pre-qualification stage. The network 
of acceptance points will be continuously expanded in the future.
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What are the batches the STONE COIN will be introduced by at the market?

The STONE COIN will be sold in five subsequent batches of 200 million tokens each. The various 
batches differ mainly by the customer groups addressed and the sales channels used with each 
batch.

What is the total number of STONE COIN that will be sold?

In total THE STONE COIN AG has exactly one billion (1.000.000.000) tokens and its total number 
cannot be increased.

Can the total amount of STONE COIN be increased afterwards and therefore 
diluted?

No, the total amount of tokens is fixed at one billion. There will be definitively no further mining. 
This ensures that the value of the REAL SHIELD will not be diluted by a later increase of the total 
amount of tokens.

Does the company retain any tokens?

All tokens will be brought to the market in five equal batches. THE STONE COIN AG wants
to place the whole token volume on the market. 

What will be the starting price for the STONE COIN?

The current price of the STONE COIN is 2,00 CHF (Swiss Francs) per token when ordering via 
our homepage. To enjoy this offer via our homepage, the minimum amount has to be 10,000 
STONE COIN per order. For selected customers there are special discounts still available. Current 
information regarding special discounts and the link to the token sales portal for smaller orders can 
be found on the homepage www.thestonecoin.com.  

Where can I buy STONE COIN?

You can get the STONE COIN directly from THE STONE COIN AG, from one of our international 
sales partners or through the token sales portal (link on the website www.thestonecoin.com).

Is there a minimum quantity of STONE COIN to be bought?

The minimum number of STONE COIN to be bought via the webpage www.thestonecoin.com and 
directly from THE STONE COIN AG is 10,000 STONE COIN, beginning with the PUBLIC-PRE-
SALE in July 2018.

Can I buy less than 10,000 STONE COIN in one order?

Amounts of less than 10,000 STONE COIN per order can be bought via our sales partners or 
through the token sales portal at thestonecoin.tokengate.io.
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THE STONE COIN

As a US citizen, can I buy STONE COIN?

As US citizen, resident of the United States of America (USA) or owner of a US-Greencard, 
unfortunately you cannot buy any STONE COIN from THE STONE COIN AG or from our sales 
partners.

Do the STONE COIN and accordingly buying STONE COIN bear any risks?
Where can I get information regarding the risks?

Crypto markets are characterized by a high dynamic, high volatilities and little predictability. Out 
of it result very interesting opportunities as well as not insignificant risks for the holder of STONE 
COIN.

Prospective buyers should be clear of the loss risks that the acquisition of STONE COIN involves. 
In addition to the other information at hand, interested persons should take into account the 
specific risk factors involved before the decision to buy STONE COIN.

You can find an overview of the central risks in connection with the STONE COIN in this 
Whitepaper (page 13f).

Can I buy STONE COIN directly and immediately on the webpage www.thestonecoin.
com?

No, on the webpage www.thestonecoin.com you cannot buy STONE COIN with just one click. Do 
not decide spontaneously. Ponder the acquisition of STONE COIN carefully. If still interested you 
can then initiate a STONE COIN request via our webpage through filling out the form “STONE 
COIN REQUEST” or at the token sales portal thestonecoin.tokengate.io. We will get in contact with 
you immediately.

Which means of payment will be accepted to buy STONE COIN?

Buying STONE COIN directly from THE STONE COIN AG, various crypto currencies (especially 
Bitcoin and Ether) will be accepted.

As of when can I buy STONE COIN?

From August of 2018 on you can buy STONE COIN via the webpage www.thestonecoin.com and 
from our sales partners.

Will the earnings from the token sale be partially or completely distributed to the 
shareholder of the company - the Limmatier Invest AG in Baar (Kanton Zug)?

No, the net funds (= after costs and taxes) raised by selling the tokens will be completely invested 
in the development of a substantial European real estate portfolio - the REAL SHIELD.
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Buying STONE COIN, when and how will I receive my tokens?

You will get your tokens transferred directly after receipt of payment. There you can choose 
between the online transfer to an adequate digital wallet of your choice or the delivery of a physical 
(offline) STONE COIN-WALLET.

Where do I find information about the real estate portfolio?

The build-up of the real estate portfolio will be permanently documented on the homepage of THE 
STONE COIN AG under the menu item “REAL ESTATE”. This gives a direct and always current 
view at the development and the extent of the REAL SHIELD.

What is the physical STONE COIN-WALLET?

For safety reasons, many interested parties like to store larger amounts of tokens outside 
the “online world”. This function is fulfilled by the physical STONE COIN-WALLET. It is an 
uncomplicated offline wallet with the option to store the STONE COIN offline. Exclusively the owner 
of the wallet decides at which point of time he likes to transfer the STONE COIN into another 
wallet. Due to the high production costs, STONE COIN-WALLETS are only offered when buying at 
least 10,000 STONE COIN per order.

Which wallets are suited for the STONE COIN?

Basically all wallets that can receive ERC20-Tokens are suited. ERC20-Tokens are tokens on the 
Ethereum network. Therefore those require an Ethereum private key.

Where do I get information about the relevant crypto exchanges/crypto 
marketplaces?

THE STONE COIN AG will inform the public on the webpage www.thestonecoin.com about the 
crypto exchanges and crypto marketplaces where the STONE COIN can be traded.

When does the build-up of the REAL SHIELD’s real estate portfolio begin?

The build-up of the real estate portfolio starts in September 2019 at the latest. The development of 
the real estate portfolio will be permanently documented on the homepage of THE STONE COIN 
AG. This gives a direct and always current view at the development and the extent of the REAL 
SHIELD.

Will the collected capital be used completely for the build-up of the real estate 
portfolio?

The net funds (= after costs and taxes) raised by selling the tokens will be completely invested in 
the development of a substantial European real estate portfolio.
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What makes you so certain, that your project - in contrast to various other crypto
start-ups - will work out and endure in the market?

Actually you can watch many projects (alike the dotcom-hype around the year 2000) that enter
the market with very ambitious but adventurous concepts. After entering the marketplace, those
concepts very often have to be fundamentally adapted or are assessed very critically by the
responsible regulating authorities and controlling institutions. It can be expected that with some of
those crypto projects again a lot of money will be lost and that some of those - to some extent quite
good ideas - will never make any profits.

For the STONE COIN conceptual experiments in the market place are excluded. During a 14 
month development period an experienced team of international experts has created a distinct, 
innovative and especially ready to market token conception - the STONE COIN. 

A successful concept requires a profound understanding of the rules and specifics of
cryptocurrency mechanisms, as well as extensive experience in building and leading successful 
organisations. STONE COIN meets these requirements for success exactly. Unlike typical startups,
STONE COIN has a clear business model with a defined strategy and marketing concept, a
strong sales team and an effective organisation. STONE COIN’s motto is “Old School meets crypto
market”.
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The company THE STONE COIN AG is registered as a stock corporation with its headquarters 
in Liechtenstein, according to Liechtenstein law. The company was established for an unlimited 
duration.

THE STONE COIN AG is a company of LIMMATIER INVEST AG Baar (Zug canton). The offering 
and sale of STONE COIN is made by THE STONE COIN AG exclusively in Liechtenstein and 
under the laws of the Principality of Liechtenstein.

STONE COIN is not authorised or intended for direct or indirect sale or distribution to or within the
United States of America, or to US citizens, US residents or US green card holders. The STONE
COIN is not permitted or intended for direct or indirect sale or distribution in countries where 
such cryptocurrencies are not permitted, or to their citizens. For the aforementioned groups, the 
purchase of and trading in STONE COIN is definitively excluded.

This white paper is available in German and English. Further translations into other languages are 
not required as the use of English in international financial markets is common and may be
assumed.

This white paper does not constitute a prospectus within the meaning of the Liechtenstein or Swiss
Code of Obligations or any other law. When purchasing STONE COIN, the respective provisions of
the purchase contract and the terms and conditions of THE STONE COIN AG are decisive.

This white paper documents the current status of the project and thus has a preliminary
character. Changes - especially with regard to future legal requirements - are expressly reserved. 
Typographical errors, errors in the translation and any other errors reserved.

General and Legal Information
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AG.
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